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Generation Bus:
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Local Authority 
Partnerships
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Our history in Leicester

11 May 1921 - The first motor bus service in Leicester commenced 
operation with Midland Red running in from Nuneaton and 
Hinckley; still in operation today as route 158

26 August 1922 – We opened our first depot in the City at Frog 
Island, introducing services to Oadby, Loughborough, Melton 
Mowbray, and Market Harborough
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How do we measure success?

Successful partnerships between operators and local authorities 
are not about…
• Column inches
• Party politics
• Propping up inappropriate legacy networks in perpetuity
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Successful partnerships are about…
• Working together
• Delivering sustainable benefits for the local community

• Removing barriers to travel
• Increasing attractiveness of public transport
• Tackling congestion through bus priority
• Building financially viable networks
• Supporting modal shift and decarbonisation



What makes for a successful partnership?

Maturity from participating operators

Understanding stakeholder aspirations and community needs

Finding the common ground
• What is the shared objective?
• What is the LTA committing to in delivering this?
• What are the operators committing?

Political engagement and buy-in, balanced with recognition for the 
expertise within the LTA’s team and held by the commercial 
operators

Developing a long-term approach with the stability, support 
structures, and commitment to ongoing funding/investment to reach 
that aligned vision



Sharing best practice
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Key successes of partnership working

Network

Coordinated Timetables – delivering 
simpler, more regular, more reliable 
services

Seed funding – pump-priming new 
and enhanced services

Ticketing

Multi-Operator Ticketing – on-bus, 
mobile, contactless

Ticket simplification – alignment of 
product range and eligibility

Brand

Promotion of a joined-up network – 
multi-operator mapping, roadside 
infrastructure

Vehicles – livery or logos on discreet, 
self-contained networks

Comms & Marketing

Aligned plans and activity –
coordinated activity with other 
partners to extend reach

Reinforcing key strategic messages - 
through Operator and LTA channels



Continuing to unlock opportunities

Using data and technology
• Holistic review of the wider network

• Commercial sustainability
• Tackling legacy tenders

• DRT may be part of the solution – hub and spoke
• MTC > ToTo / ABT > MaaS



Continuing to unlock opportunities

Using data and technology
• Holistic review of the wider network

• Commercial sustainability
• Tackling legacy tenders

• DRT may be part of the solution – hub and spoke
• MTC > ToTo / ABT > MaaS

Unlocking investment
• Highway and infrastructure projects
• Pump-priming and longevity 
• Targeting operator capex
• Central Government funding



Thank you
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Passenger Volume Growth Y-O-Y
1.9% more passenger miles in Leicester Y-O-Y
Leicester outperforming growth seen elsewhere in Midlands 
(Potteries +18%) Manchester (Oldham - 3%) and  South Yorkshire 
(Sheffield and Doncaster +4%). 

Punctuality Improvement (OTP)
Leicester outperforms our UK norms on all punctuality metrics
including journey start time, intermediate timing points (OTP) and
bus stop punctuality

9.1%

26%



Vehicle cost Charger Software Engineering Consumption Capital efficiency Capital fundingBattery

Co-funding, strategic partnerships and leveraging operational efficiency gains and 
adjacent revenue streams remain crucial to bridge the diesel vs. electric total cost of 
ownership gap.TCO



68 Electric Buses
31 Diesel Buses



From March 2024, First 
have 650+ fast charge 

(75kW) EV chargers 

Chargers
Our chargers have pay as you 
go payment mechanisms for 

B2B customers

Pay as you go
Successful pilot scheme 

with DPD who charge while 
we are out in service 

B2B Pilot

Our network will help unlock 
secure charger infrastructure 

for countless others

Unlocking
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Norfolk context

• Large rural county – 2,074 square miles

• 66% of the population lives in small rural towns and villages

• High proportion of older people 

• Tourism very important

• Norwich a big central draw – employment, university

• 15 bus operators - 75,200 kms per day



Norfolk’s Bus Service Improvement Plan

• Four key objectives to encourage more passengers and enable 
modal shift:

➢To rebuild and increase passenger confidence

➢To have a green and sustainable transport offer

➢To have a public transport network that is the first-choice 

mode for most journeys, for existing and new customers

➢To have a simple, seamless and affordable fares and 

ticketing offer



Our priorities

• More services – filling gaps in rural areas

• Increased frequency on key routes

• Evening and Sunday services

• Fares discounts and fare capping

• Bus priority in urban areas

• Improved waiting areas

• More real-time information

• Greener buses 

• Better information





More and better services

• 10 services with increased frequency

• 9 new services

• 5 evening services

• 6 Sunday services

• New website and 

     journey planner



Better waiting areas and information

• Multi-modal travel hubs

• Gold stops

• Real-time information



Reduced and simplified fares

• Flat fares in 2 urban areas

• 25% off weekly, monthly and group tickets

• Reduced Park & Ride fares

• Multi-operator ticket

• Fare capping



More reliable services

• Bus lanes

• Junction improvements

• Traffic light priority

• Managing disruption

• Tree cutting

• Parking



Greener offer

• 70 new electric vehicles by March 2024

• Will cover 51,000 miles per week 

     within Norwich

• One of First’s depot being fully 

    electrified



Key to a successful partnership

• Working together – not against

• Understanding each other’s issues and priorities

• Resolve issues together

• Setting joint objectives

• Being fair and transparent

• Presenting a united front – no blame culture

• Planning ahead together



Key to a successful partnership
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